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Abstract:
The exchange of personal and business information is the (re)insurance industry’s lifeblood: it is necessary to facilitate accurate and profitable underwriting, proper claims management, and the fulfillment of legal and/or regulatory obligations. Insurers and reinsurers share information with a wide variety
of third-parties including brokers, claims administrators, auditors, retrocessionaires, and legal advisors. In a world where data breaches and cyber-attacks
have become widespread, the protection of confidential information, as well as the minimization of cybersecurity risks, is a preeminent concern for the
industry and the public at large.
Towards that end, a jumbled set of federal, state, and international laws have been implemented to try to protect private information utilized by businesses, as well as the systems employed to collect, process, store, and exchange such information. To address the cybersecurity risks that face the (re)
insurance industry, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) adopted the “Insurance Data Security Model Law” (Model Law) in October 2017.1 While the Model Law’s stated purpose is to establish industry standards for data security and the investigation and reporting of cybersecurity
events to state insurance commissioners,2 these standards are sometimes difficult to reconcile with traditional reinsurance norms and access-to-records
clauses. This article provides a brief overview of the Model Law and scrutinizes traditional reinsurance relationships in the face this new data protection
regulatory scheme.
GENERAL PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL LAW
As of October 1, 2019, eight states have enacted a version of the Model Law:
Alabama, Connecticut, Delaware, Michigan, Mississippi, New Hampshire, Ohio,
and South Carolina (although based on staggered implementation periods,
only South Carolina has compliance obligations that are currently in force).3 In
addition, compliance with New York’s “Cybersecurity Requirements for Financial
Services Companies” constitutes compliance with the Model Law.4
The Model Law contains its own enforcement mechanisms for any violation of
its regulations: “a Licensee may be penalized in accordance with [insert general
penalty statute].”5 The regulations further provide the adopting state’s insurance commissioner with broad powers to take action “as shall be necessary to
carry out the provisions of this Act.”6
With certain exceptions, the Model Law applies to all “Licensees,” which are defined as “any Person licensed, authorized to operate, or registered, or required
to be licensed, authorized, or registered pursuant to the insurance laws of this
State but shall not include a purchasing group or a risk retention group chartered and licensed in a state other than this State or a Licensee that is acting as
an assuming insurer that is domiciled in another state or jurisdiction.”7 As
the highlighted language indicates, a reinsurer domiciled in a foreign state or
jurisdiction (i.e., has its home office elsewhere) is not subject to the Model Law.8
So, for example, a reinsurer domiciled in Bermuda but “acting as” a reinsurer
in South Carolina is not subject to South Carolina’s data protection regulations
based on the Model Law. A reinsurer domiciled in South Carolina, however, is
subject to South Carolina’s regulatory scheme.
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ENSURING COMPLIANCE WITH THE MODEL LAW’S
RISK ASSESSMENT & MANAGEMENT OBLIGATIONS
THROUGH CONTRACTUAL SOLUTIONS
The backbone of the Model law is the requirement that all Licensees (with
certain exceptions) develop, implement, and maintain a comprehensive
“Information Security Program.”9 That Program must include administrative,
technical, and physical safeguards10 that protect (i) “Nonpublic Information”11
(broadly defined to include all manner of personal and health information and
certain business information ) and (ii) “Information Systems” (e.g., processing
systems, telephone switching, private branch exchange systems, etc.12 ).
Development of the Program is based on a Licensee’s self-risk assessment
that identifies reasonably foreseeable threats to the data and systems of
both Licensees and their third-party service providers.13 “Third-Party Service
Providers,” in turn, are defined as: “a Person, not otherwise defined as a Licensee, that contracts with a Licensee to maintain, process, store or otherwise
is permitted access to Nonpublic Information through its provision of services
to the Licensee.”14 Licensees have further data protection oversight obligations related to the use of Third-Party Service Providers (i.e., consultants,
outside auditors, discovery vendors, attorneys etc.), including conducting due
diligence in selecting such service providers and requiring them to implement their own appropriate data protection safeguards.15
These risk assessment and management obligations raise potential
problems under traditional reinsurance access-to-records clauses, e.g.: “The
Reinsurers or their designated representatives shall have free access at any
reasonable time to all records of the Reinsured which pertain in any way to
this Agreement.” On its face, such a provision has no safeguards in place
to mitigate against data hacking, which could leave a cedent (or domiciliary
reinsurer) in peril under the Model Law.
Take for instance a classic reinsurance audit fact pattern. A non-domiciliary
reinsurer invokes its access-to-records rights under the above clause. The
reinsurer then hires unscreened outside auditors to conduct an “unfettered” inspection. As part of the review, the reinsurer demands that
sensitive data be copied by outside vendors and produced electronically.
Potential Model Law violations may arise in such a scenario, such as:
• The auditors use a corrupted flash drive that disrupts the cedent’s data
systems or the auditors gain unauthorized access to restricted information.
• The vendors leave sensitive information unguarded during the copying
process.
• During the electronic exchange of information with the reinsurer, the
cedent sends unencrypted data by email that is intercepted by hackers.
To mitigate the chances of Model Law violations, reinsurance contracts
should be carefully tailored to include data protection clauses setting forth
appropriate practices and procedures for the inspection and exchange of
information, such as the following sample language proposed by the AIDA
Reinsurance and Insurance Arbitration Society (“ARIAS”):
The parties have agreed to use the following reasonable methods
to protect the data and other information [exchanged under this
contract] from cyber breaches [insert mandated use of cyber
protection software, encryption and other relevant procedures].
Any breach or loss of data as a result of a cyber breach shall be
reported to the other party(ies) [within 72 hours of discovery], so
that appropriate remediation measures may be undertaken.16

The Brokers & Reinsurance Market Association (BRMA) has also suggested
contract language that mandates compliance with the data protection
regulations to close any potential safeguard holes:
A. The Company and the Reinsurer represent that they are aware of
and in compliance with their responsibilities and obligations under
[the NAIC’s model Insurance Data Security Law (hereinafter “Model
Law”)]. For the purpose of this Contract, [“Nonpublic Information”]
shall mean [personal], financial, or health information that identifies
an individual, including claimants under Policies reinsured under
this Contract, and which information is not otherwise available to
the public. Data conveyed through the Intermediary may include
[Nonpublic Information] that is protected under applicable laws and
regulations and shall be used only in the performance of rights,
obligations and duties in connection with this Contract.
B. The Intermediary shall receive and convey [Nonpublic Information]
that it has received from the parties to this Contract or others for the
sole purpose of carrying out the respective obligations of the parties
under this Contract. To the extent that this Contract is placed in conjunction with one or more corresponding Intermediaries the parties
hereby authorize the transmission of the relevant data through the
corresponding Intermediaries whether located in the United States
or any other country. The parties shall use any [Nonpublic Information] received from another party or the Intermediary only as may be
necessary to satisfy their respective obligations under this Contract.
Furthermore, the parties shall maintain appropriate safeguards to
protect any data received from accidental loss or unauthorized access,
use or disclosure [in accordance with the Model Law].17
To further ensure compliance with the Model Law, consideration should be
given to reinsurance contract language that (i) limits records inspections
to individuals with pre-determined qualifications so as to minimize the
chances of a data breach and (ii) requires the use of pre-approved vendors
that have their own appropriate administrative, technical, and physical
measures in place to protect sensitive data.
THE MODEL LAW’S INVESTIGATION & NOTIFICATION
OBLIGATIONS SHOULD ALSO BE ADDRESSED WITH
UPDATED REINSURANCE CONTRACT LANGUAGE
The Model Law also requires Licensees to promptly investigate and
remediate actual or potential “Cybersecurity Events,” which are defined
as events resulting in unauthorized access to, disruption, or misuse of an
Information System or information stored on an Information System (with
certain exceptions).18 Licensees additionally have a duty to ensure that the
same investigations take place for any potential Cybersecurity Events that
affect the systems of their Third Party Service Providers.19 So it is a best
practice within the industry to ensure that any contracts with such service
providers (i.e., consultants, vendors, legal advisors) contain provisions that
require appropriate investigations and remedies for potential or actual
Cybersecurity Events.
Once a Cybersecurity Event has been determined to occur, within 72 hours
the Licensee must provide notice to the insurance commissioner in the
Licensee’s state of domicile and, with certain exceptions, to the insurance
commissioner of another state where the Licensee reasonably believes that
the Cybersecurity Event affects the nonpublic information of 250 or more
consumers residing in that state.20 While there is no independent obligation under the Model Law to notify consumers of Cybersecurity Events, the
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Licensee is required to comply with an applicable state’s breach notification
laws, and to provide a copy of notices under such laws to the insurance
commissioners of the implicated states.21 For Cybersecurity Events involving
Third-Party Service Providers, the Model Law requires Licensees to treat
such events as their own and follow the above notification rules.22

Nonetheless, full compliance with the Model Law may do more than
simply avoid monetary and other statutory penalties under that regulatory
scheme. It could also demonstrate that parties to a reinsurance contract
acted with the appropriate standard of care if a data breach were to eventually occur. As one commentator put it:

The Model Law also has specific notification provisions for domiciliaries
acting as assuming insurers.23 Once a Cybersecurity Event related to such
a reinsurer or its service providers has been determined to occur, within
72 hours those reinsurers generally must provide notice to its cedents
and the insurance commissioner in the reinsurer’s state of domicile.24 The
cedent is then required to fulfill the same notification requirements as if
the data breach were its own.25 There are, however, no provisions in the
Model Law addressing data breaches for non-domiciliary reinsurers or
their service providers. As discussed supra, that is because non-domiciliary
reinsurers are not Licensees to whom the Model Law applies. That may
leave a cedent in the dark if a breach of its non-domiciliary reinsurer’s data
system takes place. Consideration should therefore be given to reinsurance contract language that requires non-domiciliary reinsurers to comply
with the Model Law to close any data protection holes.

In other words, if the defendant business can show complete
compliance with the Model Law, then the court should find that the
business acted reasonably under the circumstances. By making the
Model Law an industry standard and requiring complete compliance, businesses would have a clear view of exactly what would be
required of them with respect to cybersecurity. Most importantly,
customers would have the greatest assurance that companies are
incentivized to protect their information. Companies are less apt to
cut corners knowing that there is a realistic way to protect themselves
from liability. Currently, companies have no such assurance. But,
through the use of the Model Law as the standard of care, companies would be aware that a [data] breach would not automatically
result in insurmountable liability so long as the breach was one that
even a Model Law-complaint cybersecurity program could not stop.26

CONCLUSION
The Model Law is not the only data protection regulatory scheme that may
affect the business of a cedent or reinsurer. Parties should always investigate and determine whether any other data protection regulatory schemes
apply to their business, and draft their reinsurance contracts accordingly.

The potential for courts and panels to use the Model law as the appropriate standard of care for data protection in the (re)insurance industry is
all the more reason to carefully craft reinsurance contracts to ensure that
all parties that play a role in the reinsurance relationship are Model Law
compliant. t
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4 See n. 1, supra, at Section 2, Drafting Note.
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6 See id., at Section 11.
7 See id., at Section 3(I) (emphases added).
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